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  Question: 1  

Which component of the Symantec Management Platform attempts to choose a new communication 
path when the default communication method with the Notification Server is unavailable? 

 

A. Site Server 

B. Notification Server 
C. Internet Gateway 

D. Symantec Management Agent 
 

  Answer: D  
 

 

  Question: 2  

DRAG DROP 
An administrator wants to create a report using a cube and pivot table in IT Analytics. The report 
needs to display the count of assets (computer, monitor, and virtual machine) by location as 
displayed below. 

Which items will produce the report results? 

Drag and drop the correct items to the correct fields under "View Configuration" of the Asset cube 
report. 

 
 

  Answer:  
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Explanation: 
Asset Count --- Location City --- Asset Name --- Asset Type 

 

  Question: 3  

An administrator is running the latest Patch Management compliance reports and notices that 
certain endpoints are listed as vulnerable. The administrator knows that the endpoints are 
compliant, resulting in the inability to provide reliable compliance reports. 

What Patch Management Solution setting will most likely resolve this discrepancy? 

 

A. Enable 'Send additional status events..." in the Windows Patch Remediation Settings 

B. Enable "Send Inventory Results Only If..." in the Windows Patch Remediation Settings 

C. Enable "Send additional status events..." in the Windows Patch Remediation Settings 

D. Enable "Start the scan immediately when..." in the Windows Patch Remediation Settings 
 

  Answer: A  
 

 

  Question: 4  
 

With what Service and Asset Management configuration item must an asset be associated to 
accurately assess its value? 

 

A. Cost Center 

B. Accounting Code 

C. Depreciation Schedule 
D. Owner 

 

  Answer: C  
 

 

  Question: 5  

Which object should an administrator use to collect a full hardware inventory using a schedule that 
also provides the overall compliance of the targeted endpoints? 

 

A. A policy 

B. A task 
C. An automation rule 

D. A job 
 

  Answer: A  
 

 

  Question: 6  

Which website should an administrator browse to when solving Task Service Installation issues to 
check that the task server is up and running? 

 

A. https://SiteServer/Altiris/ClientTaskServer/ 

B. https://SiteServer/Symantec/TaskServer/ 
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C. https://SiteServer/Altiris/TaskServer/ 

D. https://SiteServer/ClientTaskServer/ 
 

  Answer: A  
 

 

  Question: 7  

How can an administrator associate an asset with more than one owner? 
 

A. Set the "Ownership Rule" to "Department Precedence" 

B. Set the "Automatic Updating" of the Organizational Hierarchies 

C. Set the "Ownership Style" to "Multiple" or "Multiple with Warning" 

D. Set the "Ownership Details" to the "Edit View" for each asset type 
 

  Answer: D  
 

 

  Question: 8  

An administrator is tasked with installing a site server at a small, remote site. The site will have 12 
endpoints communicating with this new site server. 
What is the primary consideration in determining whether to install the site server with a desktop- 
class computer a operating system or a server-class computer and operating system? 

 

A. The maximum amount of memory that can be installed on the computer 

B. The number and size of packages to be staged on the site server 

C. The frequency of tasks being executed on the clients 

D. The number of concurrent TCP connections 
 

  Answer: D  
 

 

  Question: 9  

Which Windows Scheduled Tasks are used to recreate codebases for all packages that may be in 
an "Invalid" state, when validating Package Services operation? 

 

A. NS.Packages & NS.Package Schedule 

B. NS.Package Distribution Point Update Schedule & NS.Package Refresh 
C. NS.Package Schedule & NS.Package Refresh 

D. NS.Package Distribution Updates & NS.Package Schedule 
 

  Answer: B  
 

 

  Question: 10  

Which action will create a new Software Update policy? 
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A. Right-click an existing software update policy and select "Clone" 

B. Right-click a folder, select "Import" and then select a previously exported software update policy 

C. Right-click a bulletin in the Patch Remediation Center and select "Distribute Packages" 
D. Right-click a folder containing software update policies and select "New", and then 
select "Software Update Policy" 

 

  Answer: C 
 

  Question: 11  
 

A virtualized application on a client computer is corrupted. Which action can an administrator 
perform to fix the problem? 

 

A. Deactivate and Reset 

B. Deactivate and Reinstall 

C. Delete and Reset 
D. Reset and Reinstall 

 

  Answer: A  
 

 

  Question: 12  

DRAG DROP 
Where should an administrator place the IT Management Suite 8.1 solution components in this 
diagram? 
Drag and drop the component name to the appropriate component location in the diagram. 

 

 

  Answer:  
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  Question: 13  

In which two (2) locations should an administrator install the Symantec 
Installation Manager to facilitate the installation of IT Management Suite 8.1 on 
the target Notification Server? (Select two.) 

 

A. On the server that is to be the Notification Server to create an 
offline installation if this Notification Server has no internet access 

B. On another server to remotely install it on the target Notification Server 

C. On the server that is to be the Notification Server 

D. It should be installed on a desktop class system to remotely install it 
on the target Notification Server 

E. On another computer to create an offline installation package if the 
Notification Server has no internet access 

 

  Answer: AB  
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